The time delay embedding for the reconstruction of a state space from scalar data introduces strong folding of the smooth manifold in which a chaotic attractor is embedded, which is absent in some more natural state space. In order to observe the deterministic nature of data, the typical length scale related to this folding has to be resolved. Above this length scale the data appear to be random. For a particular model class we prove these statements and we derive analytically the dependence of this length scale on the complexity of the system. We show that the number of scalar observations required to observe determinism increases exponentially in the product of the system's entropy and dimension.
not yet been well established, one is led to the conclusion that there are fundamental di culties in identifying chaotic motion as deterministic, as soon as the attractor dimension is larger than about 3. The rst observation of this fact was made in 3]. The obvious e ect that representing a D-dimensional object with N data points means that we have to deal with typical inter-point distances of N ?1=D is clearly one reason for that. Several authors have discussed essentially this e ect 4], which results in a demand of a number of data proportional to D , where is the scaling range, i.e. the ratio of length scales for onset and end of the scaling in dimension estimates. These considerations su ce, if data are vectors in the original state space of the system. Additional decisive limitations arise when a state space has to be reconstructed from scalar data.
Let us assume that we study some arbitrary system by a scalar observable which is a strong mixture of all degrees of freedom with comparable amplitude. In the case of a spatially extended system this could be the arithmetic average of all the local variables. In case of a system composed of many degrees of freedom with di erent physical meaning, such as a complicated chemical reaction with many di erent chemical components, it could be one of the phase space variables which is su ciently strongly coupled to all other variables. Then, all degrees of freedom contribute to this observable with comparable amplitude. From this time series we can reconstruct the full attractor.
Reconstruction of the attractor from the scalar measurements means to de ne a space, such that the composition of the measurement and the reconstruction forms an immersion of the attractor in this space, i.e. that the map from the original state space into the reconstructed space is one-to-one and has a nowhere vanishing Jacobian when being restricted to the attractor. It is proven 6, 7] that the time delay embedding of a sequence of scalar observations fs n g, n = 1; : : :; N, equidistant in time, by forming m-dimensional vectorss n = (s n ; s n?1 ; : : : ; s n?m+1 ) with m larger than twice the (boxcounting) fractal dimension of the attractor, under very mild conditions yields such an immersion (we will not discuss the role of a time lag di erent from unity here, since for simplicity we will deal with map data). All other types of variables which one can reconstruct from scalar data like derivative coordinates or an optimization employing principal component analysis are linear transformations of the time delay embedding. Since the e ects we will discuss here are non-invariant under smooth transformations, such other kinds of reconstructions might be advantageous, but a discussion of transformations of delay coordinates is beyond the scope of this paper.
If one extends the original state space to a \forecast-space" by adding the variables at a future time step (or the highest time derivative in the case of a di erential equation), all data in this space are con ned to a smooth manifold ? of a dimension smaller than that of the extended state space and which re ects the dynamical constraints imposed by the equations of motion. This is what is called determinism and which generally allows to detect its presence. More generally, when data are over-embedded by considering more and more dynamical variables like higher-dimensional delay vectors or higher-order derivatives, the fact that these extra variables are functions of the state variables introduces extra constraints, such that data are con ned to manifolds of the dimension of ? in all these spaces. Dimension estimates allow to detect this numerically for a given data set, and suitable minimization problems even allow to determine equations for the description of these manifolds.
Below we will compare the time delay embedding to a more natural state space. By a natural state space we mean a space where the equations of motion relate di erent physical degrees of freedom at the same time, and which therefore usually are nonlinear in all their components. Since one is free to introduce a change of variables and to transform the equations of motion, we cannot speak of the natural state space of a system. However, in contrast to such a space, in a delay embedding space the time evolution is trivial in all but one components:s n = (s n ; s n?1 ; : : :; s n?m+1 ) 7 !s n+1 = (s n+1 ; s n ; : : :; s n?m+2 ), which is a rotation in m ? 1 components and contains only one nontrivial scalar function s n+1 = g(s n ). This function has to contain all nonlinearities and in particular has to produce all the entropy of the dynamical system. We will show that the time delay embedding introduces foldings in ?. These foldings become the stronger the higher the complexity of the system is, i.e. the larger the attractor dimension and the entropy. The dramatic consequence of this folding e ect is that we can observe the deterministic properties only on length scales which are below the typical length related to the folding, i.e. roughly speaking, to the inverse of the number of folds. In order to resolve these length scales from observed data, the data have to be su ciently noise free and su ciently many. Whereas the lower bound for the required number of data points grows exponentially with the attractor dimension when a series of state space vectors is observed, it will turn out to grow (faster than) exponentially with the product of entropy and dimension, when the same information is to be extracted from delay vectors. Thus, in practice it will be extremely hard to observe high-dimensional determinism in scalar time series. As we mentioned above, the folding e ect introduces problems which go far beyond the well known problem that the typical inter-point distances of N data points are macroscopic when the dimension of the manifold where they are scattered on is large.
By help of a suitably constructed system we will be able to discuss both analytically and numerically the properties of the typical length scale, at which we can expect to observe the deterministic origin of the signal, and its dependence on the complexity of the signal. The advantage of our class of models is that we trivially know all invariants like attractor dimension, entropy and Lyapunov exponents, that the invariant measure is uniform, and that we can derive the dynamics in the delay embedding space analytically. Unlike these models, more realistic systems have fractal attractors which are, however, embedded in smooth manifolds determined by the equations of motion. Whereas in our models these manifolds are at but possess discontinuities related to the modulo function, physically meaningful systems are supposed to possess smooth manifolds with curvatures. Although the quantitative results derived below are system speci c, the e ects underlying them are of general nature, and qualitatively the same problems are to be expected to occur in more realistic systems. 
where k is chosen to be integer. The total entropy of this system in h = M ln k, and the attractor is an M-dimensional hyper-cube with a uniform invariant measure. The system has M degenerate Lyapunov exponents of size = ln k. The natural observable in view of the above, which contains the information about all degrees of freedom with equal amplitude, is the rst component of the state vector, s n = (x n ) 1 .
Using this observable, the dynamics can be easily rewritten in delay coordinates. Due to the absence of curvatures (the nonlinearity is only due to the modulo function), an M-dimensional delay embedding space is su cient. In this sense this example is optimal for a delay reconstruction.
Let us express the values of s n+1 , : : : , s n+M in terms ofx n . Since s n+j = k j (A jx n ) 1 mod 1; (2) we obtain M linear relations between the observables s n+j at M successive time steps and the state variablesx n at time n, so that we can easily eliminate all non-observed variables (x n ) 2 , : : :, ( The general formula can be easily proven by complete induction. The deterministic structure of a time series fs n g thus becomes visible in an (M+1)-dimensional delay embedding space: we observe that the data are con ned to an M-dimensional manifold described by Eq. (3) and which we will call ? in the following.
Due to the nonlinearity expressed by the mod-function and which is necessary to create an attractor with nite extension and ergodic trajectories, this M-dimensional manifold ? is folded in a complicated way and, due to the discontinuity of the modfunction, is cut into di erent pieces. In order to observe the deterministic structure underlying the data, we need access to length scales which are small enough to guarantee that we can resolve the single portions of the manifold. This is visualized in Fig.1 for a system with M=1 and large k. How small this length scale is, however, does not only depend on the structure of the manifold in the reconstructed state space, but also on the way one tries to exploit determinism and on the de nition of the distances involved.
Correlation integral
The computation of the fractal dimension of the attractor is a popular way to show that data are con ned to a nite dimensional manifold and thus have to obey some deterministic rule. The correlation dimension (Grassberger & Procaccia 8] ) is a lower bound of the fractal dimension and the dimension best computable from time series, since it allows to proceed to the smallest scales due to its pair-statistics. Moreover, nite sample corrections are not required, since the e ect of the nite sample is of merely statistical nature, in contrast to the computation of all other generalized Renyi 
which requires m > m 0 and < u . In our case, we have already seen that m > M will su ce to recover the M dimensional structure of the manifold unambiguously. The crucial point is the dependence of u on M and the entropy of the system, M ln k.
On the very large scales the scaling of Eq. (4) is violated because of the nite extension of the attractor. These so called edge or boundary e ects are well understood 10, 11]. The correlation integral for a uniform density in a D-dimensional unit-hypercube reads
When approaches the size of the attractor, the e ective dimension decays to zero. For over-embeddings, decreasing , the scaling is violated in an opposite sense: the e ective dimension is larger than the attractor dimension. If typical neighbourhoods contain points which lie on di erent portions of the manifold identi ed by Eq.(3) (but do not contain too much empty space outside the attractor), these di erent portions of this manifold ll a typical hypercube in more than M directions and thus pretend a dimension larger than M if m > M. Below we will show that all m space dimensions seem to be lled. In other words, any overlap of an -hypercube with a neighbouring portion of the manifold leads to a too rapid loss of neighbours under the reduction of and thus to an over-estimation of the dimension. Thus, the true scaling behaviour can only be seen when all -neighbours of every point on the attractor lie on the same fold of the manifold. For the coupled Bernoulli-shifts and maximum norm this leads to < u = (k + 1) ?M ; (7) where u is given by the rst intersection point of a suitable o -diagonal (namely the one which has the orientation closest to the normal of the manifold) with the manifold.
A numerical study for M = 1; : : : ; 5 (using up to 6 10 7 data points) clearly con rms this. In Fig.2 we show the correlation sums C 2 (6; ) and the dimensions obtained from the slopes of these curves in the 6-dimensional delay embedding space of the observable s n created with k = 2. The correct scaling behaviour is obtained for < 3 ?M .
The over-embedding does not in uence the onset of scaling. In fact, in the additional space directions, points lying on di erent portions of the manifold can be closer than u . E.g. in the M=1-case and an embedding in m=3 dimensions, the observables in the s n -s n+2 -plane are related by s n+2 = k 2 s n mod 1, leading, in this projection, to u = (k 2 + 1) ?1 . However, through the third direction of the delay embedding space, the s n+1 -direction, such points are well separated. Therefore, for this system, the old conjecture that the onset of the scaling range is independent of m (m > m 0 ), can be explicitly proven.
Since the distances between di erent portions of the manifold in the additional directions are smaller than in the M-dimensional subspace, the attractor seems to have positive measure in any embedding dimension when being regarded on scales larger than u . This is con rmed by Fig.3 for a system with M=4, where we show the scale dependent dimensions D 2 (m; ) for various m. For > u they are in full agreement with Eq.(6) for D = m. Thus high-dimensional deterministic data are indistinguishable from random data on these scales. This statement can be con rmed for any data set by a comparison of the correlation integral computed on the given data to the one computed on random data generated by stochastically shu ing the original data (called IID-surrogates in 16]): On the large scales, both data sets cannot be distinguished.
The above discussion of over-embedding shows directly the entropy-dependence of u : Regarding the data in the s n -s n+2 -plane means to study data with twofold entropy. The critical length scale then is reduced, and when we relate it to the entropy, we arrive at the formula u (h) = (e h=M + 1) ?M : (8) When regarding the dependence of the correlation integral on , one observes that the extrapolation of the m = M-curve from the scaling regime to the large scales with a line M reaches unity exactly at e = 1=2. In fact, we know that the violation of scaling on the large scales of C(M; ) is only due to edge e ects, since the attractor lls the whole M-dimensional delay embedding space, such that Eq. If we require a scaling range of two octaves, the farther decay of C(M + 1; ) requires an factor of 4 M more pairs or 4 M=2 more points.
This latter factor also appears, when we apply the same considerations in the original state space of Eq. (1), but the number of points required to arrive at the onset of scaling is by orders of magnitude smaller. Since the system Eq. (1) attractor dimension is identical to the dimension of the state space, and thus within the state space we trivially nd the expected scaling behaviour of D 2 , as soon as is small enough to get rid of the edge e ects. To compute the attractor dimension through non-trivial self-similarity, we embed the data in the 2M-dimensional forecast space represented by a state vectorx n and its imagex n+1 . The equation of motion Eq. (1) requires that all vectors (x n ;x n+1 ) are con ned to a set of M-dimensional hyperplanes.
Inspection of e.g. its intersection with the subspace (x n ; (x n+1 ) 1 ) shows that with the same arguments as before we can predict the onset of scaling at u = 1=(2k + 1), independent of M. The numerical results shown in Fig.4 are in perfect agreement with that. We need the additional observation that in the 2M-dimensional space the scaling extrapolates to e = 1 (Fig.4 , C(2M; ) = C(M; )e ?h in these coordinates) to compute the minimal number of points to arrive at the onset of scaling:
Summarizing, the most dramatic di erence between the delay embedding space and the extended real state space lies in the number of points required to arrive at the onset of scaling. This has its heuristic explanation in the combination of two e ects introduced by the complicated folding of the manifold ?: First, in order to observe the dimension of ?, one has to guarantee a spatial resolution smaller than the distance between di erent portions of the folded manifold. Second, since the manifold is folded, its total hyper-area is much larger, such that the typical interpoint distance of points 
where D is the attractor dimension, h the entropy, and u and l are the upper and lower end of the scaling range, respectively. In particular, by setting u = l one nds the increase of N exponentially in hD, and inserting m = M + 1, h = M ln k we recover the hyper-exponential behaviour N 2 / k M 2 for the onset of scaling in our class of systems. The di erence with respect to Eq.(9) will become clear below.
Let us nish this section by a few remarks concerning possible modi cations in the computation of dimensions. The precise form of Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) ?1 (12) which is the intersection of the normal of the manifold ? with the next part of ?. We thus nd for k = 2, u = : : ,4, respectively, which is larger than the corresponding u for the maximum norm. Therefore the use of the Euclidean norm could be advantageous.
An alternative intuitive approach to dimension estimates is the box-counting method. A grid of equal hypercubes of edge length is superposed on the attractor, and the number of entries in each box (to compute D 1 ) or just the number of occupied boxes (for D 0 ) is computed as a function of . In this simple example, for an optimal choice of the position of the boxes, u is given by the inverse of the maximal coe cient in Eq. (3) . Since the coe cient of the x n -term in Eq.(3) has to be identical to e h , the upper bound for the allowed box size for box-counting is u e ?h = k ?M . 4 Dynamical properties So far, we have shown numerically that the length scale, below which the correct scaling behaviour is visible, decreases with increasing complexity of the signal, and by showing the quantitative agreement with theoretical considerations, we could prove that it is related to folding of the manifold ?. Exactly the same problem with coarse graining exists for the determination of intrinsically dynamical properties of the system such as the dynamical equations, Lyapunov exponents or the entropy.
If one approximates the dynamics by local linear models, which includes the determination of the local Jacobians and therefore allows to compute the Lyapunov spectrum with the method of 12, 13], neighbourhoods have to be small enough to cover only a single portion of the folded manifold. Again, depending on the norm, the upper bounds u discussed above apply. This is impressingly proven by Fig.6 , where we plot the Lyapunov exponents obtained this way as a function of the neighbourhood size used to estimate the local linear function g : s n+1 = g(s n ).
(To be precise, we have computed the dynamics in M-dimensional delay coordinates, but determined the neighbourhood in the M +1-dimensional delay embedding space, since otherwise points close to the discontinuities of the map lead to wrong linear ts.) As soon as this size is smaller than u = 1=27 for this M=3-case, we obtain the correct values = ln 2 (k=2) for all three exponents, since the linear t yields the exact equations of motion in the delay embedding space, Eq.(3). For larger , the exponents are wrong, since the coe cients of the tted map are meaningless. Of course, a simple prediction based on a zeroth order approximation of the dynamics would not show this transition. Due to the discontinuity of the modulo function, this system does not allow for a reasonable approximation by smooth global nonlinear functions such as higher order multivariate polynomials, radial basis functions or neural nets, but it is obvious that, even for a system with smooth dynamics in the delay embedding space, such an approximation must be able to reproduce structure on su ciently small length scales. This requires e.g. a polynomial of su ciently high order, or su ciently many radial basis functions or hidden units in a neural net, respectively. Again, if these length scales are not properly represented by the data, either due to large inter-point distances on the attractor or due to measurement noise on the data, such models cannot be successfully tted to the data.
Entropies computed by both the box-counting method and the Cohen-Procaccia method are bounded by ? ln . Therefore, for data normalized to the unit interval we nd again the strict upper bound u < e ?h , but we will usually have to proceed to smaller , due to additional folding e ects in the other components of the delay embedding. In fact, since entropy computations and dimension estimates are closely related, we will have to overcome the resolution required for the corresponding dimension estimate.
Conclusions
For systems of asymmetrically coupled Bernoulli shifts we have shown that the critical length scale, below which determinism becomes visible when processing scalar data, decays in the best case as e ?h , but in general much faster with increasing entropy of the system. Moreover, since the violation of determinism on the large scales is created by folding the manifold, the e ective surface of this manifold and therefore also the typical inter-point distances inside the manifold are much larger than expected from the dynamical range of the data. The combination of these e ects leads to an immense demand of data points in order to observe the deterministic structure, e.g. for a convincing computation of the dimension and the Lyapunov spectrum, from a scalar time series, in comparison to the data needed for the same purpose when vector valued observations span the original state space.
Although almost all quantitative results are system speci c, qualitatively they have general validity. The mechanism responsible for the e ects in our model (folding) is a general e ect of delay embedding. In 14] qualitatively the same results were derived in a model free way using information theoretical considerations. Finally, for normalized data, u < e ?h is a strict general upper limit, since it can be derived from entropy estimates from symbolic sequences. When constructing another family of systems by the observation of the sum of the variables of uncoupled chaotic maps, numerical results gave hints that this upper bound applies 15]. Since typically realistic highdimensional systems have also large entropy (in spatially extended systems entropy can be assumed to be extensive), this induces severe problems in the reconstruction of the deterministic character of such systems from scalar data and might explain why there is currently so poor experimental evidence of high-dimensional chaos. Despite these discouraging results nonlinear analysis remains a relevant tool for the analysis of complex data, since even without a reconstruction of the full state space it might allow qualitative characterizations of data. Moreover, in the case of local interactions in spatially extended systems, the reconstruction of subspaces from local observations might be possible and meaningful.
